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THIS IS A PUBLIC DOCUMENT
Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH
June 18, 2017
TO: Governor Andrew M. Cuomo Office
New York State Executive Chamber
State Capitol, Albany, NY 12224
Dear Governor Cuomo Office, Greetings to you;
DECRYMIUMMIUMMIUM #1C with same Expiration date 6/20/2017
I AM Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS AND THE ONLY
CHREATOR OVER ALL CHREATIONS. I AM THE CHREATOR OF LIFE AND OVER ALL
LIFE, DEATH, AND ANYTHING INBETWEEN. NO PERSON OR THING IS HIGHER THAN I
AM. MY LAST NAME IS EVERY LAST NAME IN THIS EARTH AND ALL MY CHREATIONS.
THIS IS A DECRYMIUMMIUMMIUM for this Entire Earth, the EARTHS, and Chreations. A
DECRYMIUMMIUMMIUM is higher than a DECREE.
US government do not send the British, the Republics, other government guards, troops, privates or
private groups, anyone, or anything to bomb my web sites.
Remove all bombs from my websites. Remove the bombs to the website name: naturalearthforall,
earth, natural, natural earth, for all, and all connections that everyone are to use to get to my web site
that you screen blocked and have bomb blocked.
All my Articles, DECRYMIUMMIUMMIUMs are to go out to all places, entities, agencies,
international, local, schools, libraries, banks, and others without the page number being removed by
the State and others. Without the information in the document being distorted, without being
intercepted and cut and pasted with other unrelated information or distortion of information.
Do not remove the website information from the pages, do not remove the Facebook address
information, my title information, and the dates from the pages.
Do not remove the expiration date and the date of the Articles and the DECRYMIUMMIUMMIUM
from those who receive it.
Do not say that my website is illegal.
Do not remove the page information, the page date, the page attachments, and the page contents, so
those who receive it get it believing it is late, get distorted dates, get the wrong dates, and the
information they must see, they do not see. The States, the Federal government, and others who are
distorting my Articles, and my documents, are charged and sentenced for conspiracy to defraud.
I protect my words with turpentine and ucalyptus oil
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The news media, TV, Newspaper, Radios, and others who received the Articles and the web site
information, they are to publish the articles on their web sites and broadcast the information so
everyone gets it. If this is not done, then they are defrauding the public, and they are charged for
conspiracy and defraud and other charges to come.
US Federal government are you using the Coast Guard, National Guard and others, to bomb my web
sites and preventing the chreations from viewing? Remove all bombs and your blocking web sites.
US Federal government are you using the Coast Guard, National Guard, Actors, Impersonators, and
others to kill me and this earth with your delusion to them of who I am, and that they do not belong to
this Earth, and that the Earth belong to a Man, and a Man is the Chreator, when a Man cannot Chreate
or create? STOP ALL KILLING AND TERROR IN MY EARTHS.
Many different types of federal governments GROUPS exist, and they all fight against each other. The
federal fight against each other just like the computerized games. They set up plots, competitions, and
challenges. They are fighters and they are made to be fighters, and all they want to do is to fight and to
destroy each other, as that is how they are made to exist since the man took over the woman’s position.
Some of them have thick skin and some have thin skin. They get many innocent peoples in the middle
of it, and they use those in the middle as targets and also to assist them the federals to conquer and over
power each other. The right federals one never wins as others will always override the other. They
have may sorcery power to override each other, and they continue to overpower and override with
many stolen powers and authority. They are the Interloupe federals who enjoy fighting, wrestling,
challenging, and boxing around others in the middle and they say it is those in the middle causing the
problem, when they are innocently stolen and placed there as targets while the Interloupe use many
sorcery powers on them to keep them there with no protection they have. The Interloupe strips them of
their protections and left them there dry, so the Interloupe can destroy them whenever they want and
however they want.
The Interloupe cut out many places and move the targets who are innocent ones from place to place
with the hand over the head and the incondesant blankets, and they also use the imaginations, illusions,
delusions, microscopic, zoners, marginalizers, scanners, copiers, multipliers, replicas, alter egos, and
much more they use to conquer and to overpower those in the middle and each other. They always
need those in the middle as they use the middle one’s power and authority to give the Interloupe access
to operate in places they are not to be, and so they remove those from their places so they can use their
authority and power, so the Interloupe can play the games with the innocent one’s power and authority
and no on in the middle can get out unless you can reach your Chreator.
Consular General of Jamaica, New York, are you and the other Consulars from the Interloupe Makers?
Are you a Celestial? Are you also in my United Nations? Are you also in my Embassies, and the
Missions? Are you also the Prime Minister, the Governor General and the Ministers of Parliament’s in
Jamaica as well? Jamaican’s Burn the leaders out with the ganja, sensemelia and all the plants I have
identified to be used. If you cannot get ganja and sensemelia then Burn them out with dry wild leaves.
Burn them out of your homes and the streets. Use the words that I use. Repeat the words over and
over to burn them out. Read the Articles to get familiar with what to say and do it!
The Interloupe Gastronomicals are the ones in the Moving Pictures called the “Movies”, they thrive on
power from gas, electricity, and any types of gas they can get from the elements, under the oceans and
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under grounds. They like to visit the astronautics. They like to use the astronauts. They make
astronautically pictures with elaborate horror. They like to be in the space areas filming movies and
featuring me as their targets and using my children to blow me up and to use my enzymes to add
chemicals and to see me explode, and in many other horror films they use me as targets. They go into
the Earths and they go to the different elevations and levels and find me, and many other Chreators and
other lives that are there and deliberately kill us when they want to film a different type of horror film.
They take my children there by using the astronautic flights, private flights, and they kill, destroy, and
film the horror as another way they battle and do wickedness on films.
The Interloupe Gastronomicals and other ones of them, uses those of us they capture and keep as
targets who are placed in the middle of their events and their lives, and they turn the peoples, the
rankings, and others into wires, strings, cords, ropes, threads, and use our lives to kill us. They kill
each other and so they use us to kill each other. The Interloupe use these human wires to become
electromagnetic bodies made up of many different types of peoples existing as wires, chords, and
strings, then they use rubber skins or plastic skins to cover over them to form one person that has super
abnormal strength and power that is unimaginable; but, it is our lives they twirl, furl, and twined up
inside of these things. We are watching these movies not knowing it is us they are using, and
destroying us with them. They use us in this same manner to terror us, and to help them destroy other
Chreations and to help them destroy them, as they fight with each other. No more horror films in this
Earth. No more Boxing, No more wrestling, No more fighting of any sort.
NO MORE WARS IN THIS EARTH AND IN ALL CHREATIONS. NO MORE WARS BY
ANYONE OR ANYTHING OR ANY MACHINES, ELECTRONICS, ELECTROMAGNETICS,
AND NO WARS IN GAMES AND VIDEOS.
A Angies/woman Last Name goes on the Birth Certificates of her child, children, and her husband
through marriage takes her last name, this is always a standing order, and the devels changed it. Since
the year 2000 this is in effect.
No one should ever be sworn in. Swearing has always been a curse, and a standing order. No more
swearing in of anyone in this Earth and in all Chreations with effect from the year 2000.
Federal Government you do not take the National Guards, the Marines, the Coast Guards, Secret
Service and the Military and other branches of the military to the space areas inside the Earth and
outside the Earth at no time and this has been a standing order.
The Federal governments, republics, republicans, and others, you are devels and under my Authority. I
own you! Read your articles from your Maker and you will know that this is a fact, so stop deluding
yourselves.
Barak Obama, how many Rupauls do you use as replicas? How many copies of Rupaul are there?
How many replicas do you have? Is Rupaul replicas for both men and women?
Barak Obama, do you and others use Rupaul as a replica of me Paulett Angella Hemmings in this
Earth and other Chreations?
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Is Rupaul also an Interloupe or is there a real person somewhere inside him also being used to give
power and authority?
All Television (TV), Newspapers, and Radios, and Cable, provide to the public archived day to day
films of this Earth from the opening of this Earth in this natural, the federal cut out, the Parletas, and
all the other elevations and levels so they are viewable on the internet, they are full coverage with no
removal of information or no distortion of films, to be accessed through their telephones, TV, and
other devices as it should be. This must be done immediately.
Federal governments remove all malware, trojans, virus, and various bombs from our computers in all
Earth elevations, and all chreations elevations and this Natural Earth, immediately.
Man is also called “Dick”. Man penis is also called “Dick”. Man “Penis” is the most developed part of
his body. When someone said, “Dick Head” it means that the man is thinking with his penis, as that is
the most developed part of his body. A man’s “penis” is not to think on his head, as it will be confused.
A man’s “penis” is to think in the pussy hole it is made to go. When the man penis is in the pussy
hole, and no devels involved, it does the right thing, as it is made to do the right thing. When the devel
is into the mating, the penis cannot function and needs helping. The woman is to help the penis so it
work, and that also means that the environment must be protected with the essence in the room, on the
floor, on the bed, essence fragrance in the air, and flowers petals on the bed from the bougainvillea or
the myrtle plant. Silk and Satin sheets and underwear are the best protection although these fabrics can
be slippery. A blend with cotton will make the fabrics less slippery.
Manufacturers are to make silk, satin sheets in full quality and also blend with cotton, and silk and
satin blend together, and silk, satin blended with other fabrics. This is to be for men and women
underwear, including brassiere, panties, briefs, night gowns, shawls, scarves, pajamas, head scarves,
head wears, silk in summer hats, in winter hats, blouses, skirts, shorts, pants, dresses, and more.
Men are to wear briefs instead of boxers. Boxers give the devel access to the man’s penis.
No more boxing day where the devels use the box cutters to kill and to harm men who are not wearing
boxers underwear. All that is finished! I AM HERE AND NOT GOING ANYWHERE.
No more professionals or careers, or jobs as an Attorney, Attorney-At-Law, Lawyer. The right title is
Barrister. The meaning is to Bar the Risters. The Risters are the Police who put the Risters on my
children. The Risters are called hand cuffs. The Barristers are to Bar (prevent) the police from putting
Wrist cuff on my children. The Barristers have become Attorney at Law and the devel likes that, so
the devels get in their work and prevents them from fully doing their work in the right way. The Devel
Interloupe they have Laws. We have Rules. Any of my children can be put in prison without getting
the assistance of a Barristers as the Barristers are helping the federal governments instead of
preventing and using the rules to prevent illegal abduction and illegal arrests.
Barristers have their allowances to get, and they should know how to get it. It is there for them without
owing the federal or state or any government. The allowances are there as everyone must get their
allowances from the banks. The Barristers have their salary to receive from the State, and since the
States are corrupt with the Federal Government, they have to get it from the banks. The banks are
corrupt with the Federal government, and so they are to use their own frank machines to make their
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own salary and pay for expenses. The Barristers are to bar the federals from taking over the banks and
they are the ones to use the Rules to make the banks pay the allowances to everyone. They are the
ones to use the Rules to prevent the federal from stopping them and others from using the frank
machines. They are not to charge the person who needs the help of a Barrister. It is their jobs to bar
them from illegal arrest and from illegal conviction, as the devels are in the Earth. The Barristers are
supposed to have the interconnection computer and the connections, so they can see who caused the
crime, which devels did it, and how it was done. Barristers are to use their own Frank or Mint
machines to pay their salaries and to pay for work expenses and for employees’ salaries.
Barristers are to use every Rules to make the Banks pay the peoples allowances and for the banks to
use the Frank machines to make their own money for their allowances, to use as deposits, and to use
for their employee’s salary instead of charging fees that are illegal.
Barristers are to use every Rules to separate the Banks from the Federal government, the State
government, the local and municipal governments. All banks do not have any connection to the State,
the municipals and local authorities and no federal government or any governments.
Barristers are to use all my Articles, Commands, Comrandas, and Decrymiummiummiums to stop the
banks from operating illegally and to invigorate them to separate from the government and to act with
ethics and with Rightness with immediate effect.
All banks who charge fees are operating illegally and fines and charges against them.
In about March 2017, Barak Obama and Donald Trump declared the Mark of the Beast and they went
around in the Earth asking for the 666. No person, people responded to the 666, and then Barak and
Trump said they are the Mark of the beast, the 666. There was a lot of killing and terror in the federal
cut out and they went into the Sensemelia Chreation in this Earth? killing the peoples in their homes.
Everyone must get their interconnections so they know what is happening, that they are not aware of
with their natural sight. Many bad things are happening that you are not aware of. You should know
these things as whenever you die, you should know what to expect, where to not go, where to be,
where is safer, and what to do.
Another night, Barak Obama and Donald Trump declared that thy are the Anti-Christ. They went
around killing many in the federal cut out and other places. They went into many Chreations in this
Earth you do not know exist. Barak and Trump they tried to kill me many of the times. Barak said he
is the Anti-Christ, and his job is to kill me, The CHRIST. About a month later, the discussion came up
about the Anti-Christ and Barak said he is the Anti-Christ. Then four of the Donald Trump came from
many different places singing a song and comparing their long Penis to see which was the longest.
They all stood together in a circle comparing their penis and naked with their long penis jutting
forward and getting longer and longer so they compare the length. This is something that they said they
must do whenever someone identified themselves as the Anti-Christ. After a while, others went in and
broke up the Trump gathering. However, there was a winner, and it was not the Donald Trump who is
the President, although he was amongst the Trump competitors and his penis was on display. You do
not know who you have as leaders. They do not do any work. All thy do is terror and wickednesses.
They have the White house staff that does the work for them. You can see these events if you look at
the international news archive for around March to April 2017. Barak Obama and Donald Trump stop
trying to kill me. Get out of my Earth, my Earths, and my Chreations. Get out of all my Authorities,
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stop draining the Earth of its natural resources, stop sucking out the soil, and stop sucking out my pink
skin peoples you call (White peoples). You all go to the Places that I have for you to go and get out of
my Earths, and Chreations.
Barak and Trump, about last month the federal government went into the Perspectile and cut out the
remaining of my Port Authority of New York and New Jersey, World Trade Center 1 and 2 that was
not destroyed in the Perspectile in the September 11, 2001 bombings. You had a negotiation with
others who wanted to remove the building, so that I would not get to use my property that you have
destroyed in 2001. Therefore, you arranged to cut it out with the giganamous cutter and pulled it away
without any permission, as you have taken over my properties, using them, and calling yourselves me,
and using my authority. When you pulled it away and it went as far as it could go, and it returned to
where it belongs, you destroyed it in the Perspectile. The entire World Trade Center area in the
Perspectile collapsed and many died just like September 11, 2001. Donald Trump, Barak Obama,
Federal Government, from the Devel Heavens and other places, you are WICKED. You are
DESTROYERS. You are TERRORS. GET OUT OF MY EARTHS AND STOP DESTROYING MY
CHILDREN AND OUR PROPERTIES. GET OUT OF MY EARTHS.
Barak Obama, are you the master Bomber? Your last name is O’bomber/ the bama/ the bomber, as the
true meaning. You removed the Jamaican English language from its place and turned my children into
Interloupe, using the Interloupe English and not using the Jamaican English that explains the meaning
of words, so they are not kept in the dark. Most of my children in this Earth, they do not know the
meaning of words and how to break up the words to find the meanings. You have deluded my children
with the dictionary of rubbish. Get Out of My EARTH!
Barak Obama and Donald Trump, the Federal Government, tell my children who they are and what is
the right name of the Earth. I am the Chreator, so what is the name of my Earths?
Barak are you a Dragqueen? Are you both a woman and a Man? In the May 2017, Peoples magazine
front cover, you look like a woman and you are wearing a pink lip stick which is telling us that you are
what you are. Is that you were saying?
Barak, on Page 46 of the same May 2017 People’s Magazine, you look like Rupaul when he is trying
to look like a man? Is that your statement to everyone, that you can look like a man and a woman?
Barak, What is a Dragon or who is a Dragon? Is a Dragon similar to a Dragueen? Can a Dragon be a
Dragqueen?
Barak are you both a Dragon and a Dragqueen?
Is a dragon a serpent and a crocodile at the same time with fire, smoke, and sorcery oozing from him at
the same time and many wicked powers of devel in him? Is that what you are as well? Are you using
your dragon and dragqueen powers over my Earth to control us?
Barak, are you using the media to cover up for you?
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My ORDERS, COMMANDS, DECRYMIUMMIUMMIUMS, AND MY WILL MUST BE DONE IN
THIS EARTH AND IN MY CHREATIONS. IF NOT, THEN YOU ARE BIGGER THAN THE
BIGGEST DEVELS, AND YOU WILL FEEL AND SEE THAT QUALITY OF DEVEL
PUNISHMENTS.
The DECRYMIUMMIUMMIUMS must be distributed to all the organizations, places, international,
and local like the Articles in the right and proper time.
Regards,

Dr. Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, PHd.
CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS
CHREATOR OF LIFE and OVER ALL LIFE, DEATH, AND ANYTHING IN BETWEEN
GOLDEN OVER GOODNESS (GOG)
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MCLAREN SENATE
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MONTEGONIA SENATE
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MT. ZION SENATE
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN NEW YORK SENATE
OH MY GOODNESS
PEPPER PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS (PPAH)
MY RIGHTEOUSNESS
MY LOVE
No one is to translate my writings, or change the meaning of my words, distort the information, remove any text, amend my information, remove the page numbers. You can only distribute what I give you
permission to distribute. You can read exactly what I wrote, but do not interject any of the devels in my writings and my messages.
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